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Point 726 Section S32/030 Amend description in Schedule F2b Map 17, Map 15, Map 6, and Map 1 to include the past English Names namely:
Lake Kohangapiripiri (Pencarrow Lake)
Lake Kohangatera (Fitzroy Lake)
Schedule F4 and Schedule B fails to describe the lakes were once a traditional major spawning ground for yellow eyed mullet who in turn are
a major food source for marine species and dolphins.
Both of these lakes have been described in legal documents as being Pencarrow and Fitzroy Lakes for over a hundred years.

The extraction of sand from in front of these lakes began in 1908 and was further endorsed in 1970 by the WRC through the RMA.
The RC granted by the WRC to Winstones was to mine the sand from in front of the lakes outlets.
As water flows over sand but into rocks since 1970 water will only reach the sea from these lakes in a severe flood.

In 2004 I was asked by a past WRC Councilor Rosemarie Thomas to see if I could find why there were no native freshwater fish in these lakes
as Victorian University, NIWA and WRC scientists could not find the reason.
The reason became obvious when I discovered the sand had been removed from the lakes outlets and all that remained was stones.

When such important lakes to marine species are misnamed or a complicated name has been introduced it is obvious this has been done to
eliminate history and for another generation to come along and make up there own history and have it published in Wikipedia Web sites.
They have described the Lakes became “blocked to the sea after earthquakes changed the topography” which is not true.
The outlets became blocked due to a lack of marine knowledge by the WRC who granted a resource consent to remove sand from the lakes
outlets.
Photos taken in February 1940 found by the East Harbour Society clearly shows both lake waters flowing to the sea.
These lakes were once important spawning grounds for yellow eyed mullet who in 1970 were in their millions in Wellington Harbour and we
would see many pods of dolphins feeding on them.

Lake Kohangatera (Fitzroy Lake) would have also been a major spawning area for marine species.

Changing a lakes name without including the commonly used English name is ignoring the past history of how important these lakes are to
both our native fresh water fish and our native yellow eyed mullet.
There was no severe earth quake in 1970 that would have blocked the lakes outlets only a misguided regional council who could not find
anyone with any marine knowledge to advise them that freshwater from the lakes would never reach the sea if they were to mine the sand
from the outlets.

A Google view of Lake Kohangatera (Fitzroy Lake) showing the lake waters not reaching the sea and that a dam had formed at the road and
also at the seaward side.
Changing a lakes name has not done anything to ensure the lakes water reaches the sea.

The water from Lake Kohangatera (Fitzroy Lake) still does not reach the sea.
The WRC produced a management plan for these lakes two years ago. While there has been some talk about the outlets WRC management
are failing to ensure the lakes natural resources are returned to what they were before they granted the damaging resource consent.

Lake Kohangapiripiri (Pencarrow Lake) while a road cuts through the lake outlet no water is flowing to the sea through the pipe.
Changing a lakes name will not make the water flow to the sea.
The information presented in Schedule I Map 22 is obviously incorrect as in a Mfish and DOC study on the food sources of dolphins they found native
fish do not stay in dirty water and retreat to the sea.

With no access back into the stream the description that this stream is a trout spawning stream is technically incorrect.
Native eels once tried to migrate to the sea but fell into a pond with no outlet and were eaten by sea gulls.

This is a view of the outlet pipe at Lake Kohangapiripiri (Pencarrow Lake).
Changing a lakes name will not get fish into a pipe to migrate back into the lake. Lake Kohangapiripiri (Pencarrow Lake) and Lake Kohangatera
(Fitzroy Lake) are the lakes of death.
From a survey in 1963 to 1987 there were six native fresh water species. In another survey in 1990 there were 3 species.
Not one of these surveys were carried out by anyone with marine knowledge as they should have described there was once thousands of
yellow eyed mullet in these lakes. Other regional councils have acquired this knowledge and have built fish ladders but WRC have made no
attempt to restore the passage for fish to the sea.
These lakes once held fish that were diadromous. That is to reproduce they must be able to travel into seawater and this fact is supported by
studies made at Otago University.
Yet we have a regional council that is failing since 1970 to restore our natural resources with a safe passage for fish to the sea.

This is the pond of death created since 1970 by the WRC showing how far the water travelled out of the outlet pipe at Lake Kohangapiripiri
(Pencarrow Lake).

After a flood the fish use their genetic memory and head out to sea who then fall out of the pipe and become trapped in this pond where
seagulls quickly remove the evidence of the lakes mismanagement by WRC.
Both lakes should have been called the lakes of death.

Fitzroy Bay. Sand mining waste is now piled ten metres high and this shingle also does not support any life.
Although in 2015 the WRC produced a Parangarahu Lakes Area Co-Management Plan and amendment to the GWRC Parks Network Plan
those involved have failed to provide access to the sea for fish and eels. It is now two years on and its 2017 and the lakes outlets have not
been restored.
In effect one of the prime objectives of the plan has failed. This was called Hona Heke which is the restoration of the eel and native fishery
and this has not taken place.
All involved at WRC stop ignoring the history of these lakes and include the English names and at the same time restore access to the sea for
the life that once lived in the lakes.
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